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We report on a comprehensive investigation of the flow behavior of colloidal thermosensitive
core-shell particles at high densities. The particles consist of a solid core of poly�styrene� onto
which a network of cross-linked poly�N-isopropylacrylamide� is affixed. Immersed in water the
shell of these particles will swell if the temperature is low. Raising the temperature above 32 °C
leads to a volume transition within this shell which leads to a marked shrinking of the shell. The
particles have well-defined core-shell structure and a narrow size distribution. The remaining
electrostatic interactions due to a small number of charges affixed to the core particles can be
screened by adding 0.05M KCl to the suspensions. Below the lower critical solution temperature at
32 °C the particles are purely repulsive. Above this transition, a thermoreversible coagulation takes
place. Lowering the temperature again leads to full dissociation of the aggregates formed by this
process. The particles crystallize for effective volume fractions between 0.48 and 0.55. The
crystallites can be molten by shear in order to reach a fluid sample again. The reduced shear stress
measured in this metastable disordered state was found to be a unique function of the shear rate and
the effective volume fraction. These reduced flow curves thus obtained can be described
quantitatively by the theory of Fuchs and Cates �Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 248304 �2002�� which is based
on the mode-coupling theory of the glass transition.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2374886�

I. INTRODUCTION

Gels composed of cross-linked poly�N-iso-
propylacrylamide� �PNIPAM� chains can undergo a phase
transition as a function of temperature in which the network
shrinks in a continuous or discontinuous fashion. The vol-
ume transition in macroscopic networks has been studied
extensively by Shibayama et al.1 and Shibayama and
Tanaka.2 A review on work done on these macroscopic sys-
tems was given some time ago by Shibayama.3 Starting with
early work by Tanaka et al.,4 many groups have developed
syntheses of colloidal thermosensitive network by, e.g.,
emulsion polymerization. Two types of particles can be pre-
pared: either the particles consist totally of a PNIPAM
network5–12 or the PNIPAM-network is polymerized onto a
solid core.14–19 A great number of possible applications have
been discussed for these systems that include widely separate
fields as, e.g., protein adsorption.20,21 They have also been
recently used as a template for the reduction of metal
nanoparticles22–24 for applications in catalysis.23,24 A compre-
hensive review on the applications was given by Nayak and
Lyon.25

Recently, these thermosensitive core-shell particles have
attracted renewed interest as model colloids, in particular, for
a comprehensive study of the structure, dynamics, and flow
behavior of concentrated suspensions.26–34 Figure 1 displays
the overall structure and the volume transition of these par-
ticles in a schematic fashion: immersed in water the
PNIPAM-shell of the particles will swell if the temperature is
low. However, raising the temperature in the system beyond
32 °C leads to a volume transition in which the network in
the shell shrinks by expelling water. Thus, the effective vol-
ume fraction �eff determining the hydrodynamic volume of
the particles can be adjusted through the temperature in the
system. Hence, dense suspensions can be achieved out of a
rather dilute state by lowering the temperature.

Senff et al. were the first to present investigations of the
rheology of such core-shell particles.27 The advantages of
these thermosensitive particles over the classical hard sphere
particles used in previous investigations35,36 of the flow be-
havior are at hand. The dense suspension is generated in situ
thus avoiding shear and mechanical deformations during
preparation and filling into a rheometric device. Also, all
previous history caused by shearing the suspension can sim-
ply be erased by raising the temperature and thus lowering
the volume fraction again. The high volume fraction can then
be adjusted again and a pristine sample being in full equilib-
rium at all length scales can be generated. Senff et al.27
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showed that these “reversibly inflatable spheres” can be used
to study the dependence of the viscosity � on the shear rate
�̇. If the effective volume fraction of the particles is not too
high, a first Newtonian region is observed if the shear rate �̇
is small. Here the viscosity �0 of the suspension measured in
this first Newtonian regime can be significantly larger than
�s the one of the pure solvent. At higher shear rates, the
perturbation of the microstructure of the suspension by the
advective forces can no longer be restored by the Brownian
motion of the particles. Hence, significant shear thinning
will result in which the reduced viscosity � /�s is more and
more lowered until one may speculate that a second Newton-
ian region is reached.

Recently, the data of Senff et al.27 have been used to
check the predictions of mode-coupling theory37,38 �MCT�
for the flow behavior of concentrated suspensions.33,34 Good
agreement was reached in this comparison employing sche-
matic MCT models.33 Hence, this comparison suggests that
the thermosensitive particles shown in Fig. 1 present an ex-
cellent model system for the study of the dynamics of sus-
pensions in the vicinity of the glass transition. However, no
fully quantitative comparison of theory37,38 and experiment
including a discussion of the fit parameters could be done
yet.

In this contribution, we present a comprehensive study
of the core-shell particles shown schematically in Fig. 1.
First, we demonstrate that the thermosensitive core-shell par-
ticles present a well-defined model system which exhibits a
fluid to crystal transition. This opens the opportunity to study
the interplay of crystallization and shear melting. Recent
work has shown that thermosensitive suspensions are indeed
excellent model systems for the study of colloidal
crystals.11,39,40 Then we demonstrate that flow curves up to
effective volume fractions of 0.63 can be obtained. These
data can then be used for a comparison with the theory of
Fuchs and Cates,37 and Fuchs.38 A subsequent paper will be
devoted to the comparison of the viscoelastic properties of
these suspensions with theoretical models.34,41,42

This paper is organized as follows. The first section is
devoted to a comprehensive characterization of the ther-
mosensitive particles. In particular, the crystallization of the

particles in aqueous solution is investigated. Here we dem-
onstrate that the particles interact in a purely repulsive man-
ner for temperatures below the volume transition. The fol-
lowing section will present the flow curves obtained at high
volume fractions. The final section will present the quantita-
tive comparison of these data with the theory of Fuchs and
Cates37 and Fuchs.38 A conclusion will be given at the end
summarizing the main points of the comparison between
theory and experiment.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Materials

N-isopropylacrylamide �NIPA� �Aldrich�, N ,N�-methyl-
enebisacrylamide �BIS� �Fluka�, sodium dodecyl sulfate
�SDS� �Fluka�, and potassium peroxodisulfate �KPS� �Fluka�
were used as received. Styrene �BASF� was washed with
KOH and distilled prior to use. Water was purified using
reverse osmosis �MilliRO; Millipore� and ion exchange �Mil-
liQ; Millipore�. The core-shell-type PS-NIPA particles were
synthesized, purified, and characterized as described
recently.18

B. Methods

Cryogenized transmission electron microscopy �cryo-
TEM� was done as described recently.44 Dynamic light scat-
tering �DLS� was done using a Peters ALV 800 light scatter-
ing goniometer where the temperature was controlled with
an accuracy of 0.1 °C. The size distribution of the particles
was analyzed by cryo-TEM. The electrophoretic mobility
and the kinetic of the aggregation were measured with a
Zetasizer Nano-ZS from Malvern with strict control of the
temperature set by Peltier elements at 0.1 °C. Photographs
of the samples were taken with a Nikon Coolpix 990 in a
dark room without filter. The flow curves of the suspensions
have been investigated using a strain-controlled rotational
rheometer RFS II from Rheometrics Scientific, equipped
with a Couette system �cup diameter: 34 mm, bob diameter:
32 mm, and bob length: 33 mm�. Measurements have been
performed on 10 ml solution and the temperature was set
with an accuracy of 0.05 °C. Polarized microscopy has been
performed with a Leica DMRXE. Sample were filled into a
0.1 mm thick capillary thermostatted with an accuracy of
0.05 °C.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Synthesis and characterization of the particles

The synthesis of the core-shell particles proceeds in two
steps.18 First a poly�styrene� core is synthesized by conven-
tional emulsion polymerization. The core particles thus ob-
tained are practically monodisperse and very well defined.
However, due to the method of synthesis the cores bear a
residual number of chemically bound charges on their sur-
face. This problem must be kept in mind when discussing the
interaction of the core-shell particles. In a second step the
thermosensitive shell is polymerized at higher temperatures
�80 °C� onto these core particles in a seeded emulsion poly-
merization. For the synthesis of the particles under consider-

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the volume transition in core-shell mi-
cronetworks: The polymer chains are affixed to the surface of the core which
thus provides one boundary of the network. Swelling can only take place by
moving the outer boundary. The analysis of the SAXS data shows that the
volume transition in this system is less pronounced than in macrogels which
can be traced back to the spatial constraint exerted by the core-shell mor-
phology of the network �Refs. 45 and 46�.
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ation here we used 2.5 Mol % of the cross-linker BIS. Again
this synthesis is a conventional emulsion polymerization
which is expected to lead to narrowly dispersed particles.
The core-shell particles are cleansed by exhaustive ultrafil-
tration to remove possible traces of free polymer in the
suspension.18

A comprehensive characterization of these particles has
been done recently by a combination of small-angle x-ray
scattering �SAXS� and small-angle neutron scattering
�SANS�.45,46 The main result of this work was to show that
the shell of these core-shell particles is rather compact. This
can be traced back to the method of polymerization. The
second step in which the shell is generated is done at a high
temperature in which water becomes a poor solvent for the
PNIPAM chains. Thus, the shell is generated in the shrunken
state which alleviates the process of cross-linking of the
chains.

Recently, we could demonstrate that cryo-TEM is a
highly suitable method for the study of thermosensitive
particles.44 For the analysis a suspension of the particles is
shock frozen in liquid ethane. The water is supercooled by
this procedure to form a glass and the particles can directly
be viewed upon in situ. The analysis of the particles by cryo-
TEM reconfirmed the well-defined core-shell structure de-
rived from scattering experiments.45,46 In particular, it dem-
onstrated that the thermosensitive shell is compact indeed
and may well be characterized by an outer radius.44 The
cryo-TEM micrographs can also be used to determine the
polydispersity of the core-shell particles as expressed
through the ratio of the standard deviation and the mean
radius. Table I gives the respective values as well as the
radius of the core and core-shell particles determined by
cryo-TEM and dynamic light scattering and the swelling ra-
tios calculated at 8, 23, and 32 °C.

The buoyancy of the particles is mainly determined by
the PS cores which have a higher density than the surround-
ing medium water. However, the rather small size of the
particles prevents sedimentation and no concentration gradi-
ent due to the effect may interfere with the measurements.

B. Interaction of the particles

An analysis of dilute suspensions by the zeta sizer dem-
onstrates that the core particles have a zeta potential of
−46 mV at room temperature �25 °C�, whereas the core shell

has a zeta potential of −16 mV at room temperature and of
−37 mV at 45 °C. This effect has been already observed in
previous studies of similar particles,14 for systems synthe-
sized with a cationic initiator13,16,17 or for PNIPAM
microgels.6 This is due to the residual charges originating
from the synthesis of these particles and has been attributed
to the remaining initiator fragments.6,14,16,17 The charges of
the core particles will be preserved when polymerizing the
shell onto these cores and lead to the observed electro-
phoretic mobility. They are very important for the synthesis
of the particles. The charges ensure sufficient stabilization
even at the high temperatures used for the second step in
which the shell is affixed to the core.18

Additional experiments demonstrate that these charges
may influence the interaction between the particles if the
ionic strength is very low. This can be seen from the crystal-
lization at low volume fractions where the particles cannot
touch each other. In this case the Debye length is of the order
of the thickness of the shell and the repulsive interaction is
mainly of electrostatic origin. In order to avoid this effect,
KC1 has been added to screen electrostatic interaction.
Hence, the KC1 concentration was adjusted to 0.05M for all
systems to be studied here. The Debye length calculated for
this ionic strength is around 1.4 nm and thus considerably
smaller than the shell of the particles at low temperatures.
Hence, electrostatic repulsion should be negligible under
these conditions.

The full screening of electrostatic repulsion can also be
seen from measurements done in highly dilute suspensions
by DLS. Figure 2 displays the hydrodynamic radius RH as
obtained by this method without salt and in presence of
0.05M KCl. First of all, both sets of data agree at tempera-
tures below the volume transition within the thermosensitive
shell �T�30 °C�. This demonstrates that the salt concentra-
tion used here does not influence the solvent quality of water
for the PNIPAM network. However, there are marked differ-
ences between suspensions without and with salt. If the re-
sidual electrostatic interaction is screened by the added salt,
the particles flocculate at temperatures above the volume
transition. Salt-free suspensions, however, remain stable
even at temperatures far above the volume transition as can
be seen from Fig. 2. This is in full agreement with all previ-
ous investigations of these core-shell particles. Hence, the
stability above the volume transition must be traced back to

TABLE I. Radius and polydispersity of the core and core-shell particles and temperature-dependent swelling
ratio of the cross-linked PNIPAM network.

T
�°C�

Rcore

�nm�
PD
�%�

Rcore shell

�nm�
PD
�%�

�

��40 °C�

8 55.6a
¯ 123.0a

¯ 8.2b

23 52.0c, 55.7a 9.4c 103.0c, 112.4a 9.3c 6.0b

32 55.9a
¯ 87.3a

¯ 2.5b

aDynamic light scattering with 5�10−2M KCl.
bThe swelling ratio is calculated as � /��40 °C�= �R�T�3−R3� / �R�40 °C�3−R3� with � the polymer volume
fraction in the shell, R the radius of the core from the cryo-TEM, R�T� the radius form the dynamic light
scattering with 5�10−2M KCl, and R�40 °C� the hydrodynamic radius from the dynamic light scattering at
40 °C without addition of salt.
cCryo-TEM.
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electrostatic interaction. If this interaction is screened, the
particles become attractive above the volume transition in
the network.

Figure 2 furthermore demonstrates that the residual
steric stabilization is quite helpful when studying the volume
transition in the particles: RH is sharply diminished when
approaching the transition temperature of 32 °C. Previous
investigations have demonstrated that the transition thus ob-
served is fully reversible upon cooling, that is, the same val-
ues of RH are measured in a cooling run as well.18 This
finding now is explained by the additional electrostatic repul-
sion operative in salt-free solutions. Screening this interac-
tion leads to a purely steric interaction and the core-shell
particles can be used as rather simple model colloids. How-
ever, all experiments must be done well below the tempera-
ture of the volume transition in order to avoid possible com-
plications by the onset of attractive interaction.

A systematic comparison of the hydrodynamic radii ob-
tained at various temperatures can now be drawn to the over-
all size deriving from cryo-TEM micrographs.44 In general,
DLS gives slightly higher values �approximately 6%� for the
overall size.44 However, the comparison presented recently44

demonstrated that RH presents a good measure for the size of
the particles and provides the base for the calculation of the
effective volume fraction �eff.

Evidently, this experiment suggests that the core-shell
particles in presence of added salt can be switched from a
purely repulsive interaction to attractive interaction by rais-
ing the temperature. It becomes possible to monitor not only
the process of flocculation upon raising the temperature but
also the process of dissociation of the particles when the

temperature is lowered again as already pointed out for
PNIPAM microgels6 and for PS/PNIPAM core-shell.16,17 Fig-
ure 3 demonstrates that this breakup of the coagulated par-
ticles can be seen indeed. Here the hydrodynamic radius is
measured by the Zetasizer that allows us to change the tem-
perature of the suspension quickly enough. A salt concentra-
tion of 0.05M was adjusted to screen the electrostatic inter-
action. Figure 3 shows that raising the temperature from
25 to 32 °C first lowers RH as is expected from Fig. 2. Rais-
ing T above 32 °C, however, is followed by a marked in-
crease of RH. This is due to the onset of flocculation that can
be conveniently monitored by DLS as shown by Holthoff
et al.47 and Kobayashi et al.48 Lowering T again is followed
by a decrease of RH again. This demonstrates that the aggre-
gates disassemble again. Moreover, the initial state is recov-
ered when cooling down the suspension to the starting point
of 25 °C.

Figure 3 hence demonstrates that both the aggregation as
well as the dissociation of the aggregates may conveniently
be monitored by DLS. Moreover, it shows that the particles
are fully repulsive at low temperature even in absence of
added salt. Hence, we conclude from this section that the
particles are purely repulsive at temperatures below 30 °C
and the this repulsion is solely due to steric interaction.

C. Effective volume fraction and crystallization

The good agreement of the overall size determined by
cryo-TEM as well as by DLS suggests to calculate the effec-
tive volume fraction �eff from measured values of RH ac-
cording to

FIG. 2. Hydrodynamic radius of the core-shell latex vs temperature, as
determined by dynamic light scattering. Without salt �hollow symbols� the
PNIPAM network shrinks upon heating and remains stable even at high
temperature. With addition of salt �5�10−2M KCl, full symbols� the par-
ticles coagulate above the temperature of the volume transition at 32 °C.
The hydrodynamic radius was found to decrease linearly as function of the
temperature �RH=−0.738T�°C�+129, r2=0.989� from 13 to 22 °C. The
dashed line gives the average hydrodynamic radius used for the calculation
of the effective volume fraction in this temperature range.

FIG. 3. Reversible coagulation of a 2.5�10−3 wt % suspensions of ther-
mosensitive particles in aqueous solutions. The residual electrostatic inter-
action has been screened by adding 0.05M KCl. Raising the temperature
beyond the volume transition �32 °C� leads to the formation of aggregates
as can be seen from the marked increase of RH measured by dynamic light
scattering at 173° with the Zetasizer. However, these aggregates dissociate
when lowering the temperature again to 32 °C and the final value of RH

agrees with the initial one. This demonstrates that the particles are purely
repulsive below the temperature of the volume transition.
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�eff =
4�n

3
RH

3 = �c�RH

R
�3

, �1�

where R is the core radius �determined by cryo-TEM �Ref.
44��, n the particle number density, and �c is the volume
fraction of the cores in the system. The latter quantity can be
obtained precisely from the weight concentration of the par-
ticles in the system and the mass fraction of poly�styrene� in
the particles �52.4%�.

The narrow size distribution of the core-shell particles
�see Table I� suggests that crystallization should take place
around an effective volume fraction of approximately 0.49.
Hence, approaching �eff�0.49 from below by lowering the
temperature slowly should lead to the onset of crystallization
�cf. also Refs. 39 and 40�.

For studying this problem suspensions with weight con-
centrations ranging from 8.22 to 12.11 wt % have been pre-
pared and heated to 30 °C in order to destroy possible crys-
tals that may have formed at room temperature. These
suspensions are subsequently cooled down quickly to 21 °C
and kept at this temperature for a time of typically one
month. Figure 4 displays three samples in the coexistence
domain differing only in the effective volume fraction. Be-
low �eff=0.48 samples do not show any Bragg reflections
even after waiting for a prolonged time. Between �eff=0.48
and 0.55 samples exhibit marked Bragg reflections. Close
inspection of the sample reveals that it consists of a crystal-
line phase in equilibrium with a fluid phase. Hence, raising
�eff to values above 0.48 leads to a biphasic system as ex-
pected. Hence, for all measurements of the flow curves these
crystallites must be molten by sufficiently high shear.42,49–51

Figure 4 shows also that the study of the crystallization
of the thermosensitive particles is partially hampered by the
strong turbidity of the system. The refractive index of the
core particles consisting of poly�styrene� is not matched by
the suspending liquid water. Moreover, the density of the
particles and their size is not high enough to ensure rapid
sedimentation of the crystalline phase. Only after a long time
sufficient phase separation has taken place to determine the
volume fraction of the crystalline phase. These problems not-

withstanding an approximate phase diagram can be obtained
which is shown in Fig. 5. Here the percentage of the crystal-
line phase in the two-phase system estimated from these ob-
servations is plotted against the effective volume fraction
�eff. The latter quantity was derived from the DLS data
shown in Fig. 2. To avoid possible errors due to the small
experimental uncertainty of RH, averaged values have been
taken from this graph by approximating RH by a straight line
�see Fig. 2� in this region of temperatures. We reiterate that
all suspensions used for this experiment contain 0.05M KCl.

The point at which the first crystal is formed as well as
the one where the isotropic phase vanishes can be estimated
by a linear extrapolation of the data taken from the biphasic
range.52,53 We obtained from Fig. 5 by linear regression for
the volume fraction of freezing of 0.483±0.007 and melting
of 0.546±0.007. Given various experimental errors, the
problems of the precise determination of �eff considering
that no correction has been done on the radius of the par-
ticles, these values agree remarkably well with the estab-
lished values for hard spheres, namely, 0.494 and 0.545 ob-
tained by computer simulation.54

Polarizing microscopy can also be used to investigate the
kinetics of crystallization.55 These experiments have been
performed, for a concentration of 9.48 wt % �see Fig. 6� and
different temperatures. The sample has been first maintained

FIG. 4. Crystallization of the thermosensitive suspensions. The effective
volume fractions are �from the left to the right� 0.505; 0.531; and 0.548.
Samples have been quickly cooled down from 30 to 21 °C and kept one
month at this temperature. The phase boundaries have been indicated by the
dashed lines for a better visibility. FIG. 5. Phase diagram of the thermosensitive suspension as obtained by

direct observation �see Fig. 4� after one month.

FIG. 6. Crystallization of a 9.48 wt % solution at different temperatures
corresponding to different effective volume fractions �from the left to right,
�eff=0.49, 0.50, 0.51, 0.52, 0.53, and 0.54�.
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at about 30 °C in the capillary and then quickly cooled down
to the temperature of investigation. The first crystals have
been observed for �eff=0.50. Considering the time of obser-
vation of 1 h, this value presents a good agreement with the
phase diagram. The onset of the crystallization is manifested
by the apparition of large crystals growing on the walls of
the capillary. At smaller temperature corresponding to higher
�eff most crystals are formed in bulk, the nucleation in-
creases, whereas the size decreases. Above �eff=0.54 no
crystal can be observed anymore by microscopy.

Hence, we interpret this as indication that the thermosen-
sitive core-shell particles behave as hard spheres when con-
sidering their crystallization. Moreover, the fact that these
systems crystallize again points to the narrow size distribu-
tion �see Table I�.

Concluding this section and the preceding one we can
state that suspensions of the thermosensitive core-shell par-
ticles behave as it is expected for hard spheres. Crystalliza-
tion is seen at the volume fractions expected for hard sphere
interaction. Thus, the effective volume fraction of the par-
ticles as derived from their hydrodynamic radius RH provides
the base for all further analysis. Quenching samples to effec-
tive volume fractions well above this range may still leads to
small crystallites that must be molten by shear prior to mea-
surements of the flow curves. This problem of shear melting
will be addressed in the following section.

D. Flow behavior

1. Linear viscoelastic behavior

The previous section has clearly revealed that the ther-
mosensitive suspensions crystallize if the effective volume
fraction �eff is above 0.48. Moreover, visual inspection of the
samples as a function of time suggests that the characteristic
time needed for crystallization depends markedly on �eff.
This again is expected for a system of hard spheres. Since the
present investigation aims at the flow behavior of fluid sus-
pensions at high concentration, rheological measurements
can be used to explore the kinetics of crystallization in fur-
ther detail.

The linear viscoelastic behavior is studied first. For this
purpose the storage modulus G� and the loss modulus G� is
measured from a suspension with 9.48 wt % at different tem-
peratures, corresponding to different volume fractions �eff. A
deformation of 1% and a frequency of 1 Hz have been cho-
sen. Additional measurements have shown that the linear vis-
coelastic regime is attained for these parameters. In order to
destroy possible crystallites prior to these measurements, all
suspensions were sheared first for 5 min with a shear rate of
100 s−1. In all cases to be reported here the time of observa-
tion was more than 1 h.

At first an effective volume fraction �eff=0.48 was cho-
sen that can be adjusted for this particular weight fraction by
adjusting the temperature to 22 °C. Here G��G� for the
entire time of observation indicating a stable fluid phase.
However, lowering the temperature of this suspension to
19 °C leads first to G��G� which again suggests the ab-
sence of crystals in the system. The effective volume fraction
at this temperature is �eff=0.51 and crystallization starts af-

ter approximately 700 s. This can be seen from a marked
increase of G� as function of time as shown in Fig. 7. G�
goes through a slight maximum and finally decreases mark-
edly so that G�	G� in the final stage attained after approxi-
mately 1 h. The highest effective volume fraction 0.64 was
reached by lowering the temperature to 8 °C. Note that this
very high volume fraction can easily be reached by adjusting
the temperature.

As already discussed in the Introduction, the increase of
�eff is slow on the time scale of local rearrangements and
local equilibrium can be reached despite the fact that �eff is
above the volume fraction of random close packing �0.64�.
Figure 7 demonstrates that G�	G� as is expected for the
solid state. Hence, we conclude that the rheological experi-
ment shown in Fig. 7 corroborates all findings of the previ-
ous section. Crystallization takes place at sufficiently high
volume fractions. However, the kinetics of crystallization de-
pends markedly on �eff as expected from previous
investigations.50,51,56,57 The study of the viscoelastic behavior
therefore gives direct information on the time scale in which
the systems stays fluid or glassy.

2. Flow curves and shear melting

The study of the linear elastic behavior demonstrates that
crystallization may intervene at time scales which are typical
for rheological experiments necessary for measuring flow
curves. Evidently, crystallization leads to a marked change of
the flow behavior and must be excluded in a meaningful
study of the flow curves. However, crystallites formed at
sufficiently high concentrations may be shear melted. Figure
8 displays the shear stress 
 as a function of the shear rate �̇,
that is, the flow curves of the suspensions. Parameter of the
curves is the effective volume fraction. For all volume frac-

FIG. 7. Viscoelastic behavior of crystallizing suspensions vs glassy systems:
The storage modulus G� �filled symbols� and the loss modulus G� �open
symbols� are measured as a function of time in the linear viscoelastic regime
at 1 Hz and 1% after 5 min of shearing at 100 s−1 for a crystallizing system
�circles� and a glassy system �squares�. The triangles refer to the liquid state.
The circles to a volume fraction of 0.51 �two-phase regime� whereas the
squares give the results for the glassy state ��eff=0.64�.
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tions the solutions were aged for more than 1 h. Hence, we
used the systems discussed in conjunction with Fig. 7. This
means that the shear flow was started after crystallization has
taken place for the intermediate volume fractions. The hol-
low symbols in Fig. 8 indicate flow curves measured by rais-
ing �̇ slowly �5 s/point� from 0.02 to 1000 s−1 whereas filled
symbols indicate the results obtained by slowly lowering the
shear rate. In case of the fluid phase ��eff=0.48� both sets of
data agree and practically superimpose. The same holds true
for the highest volume fraction studied here ��eff=0.64�. Fig-
ure 8 hence demonstrates that flow curves present meaning-
ful data for the present system even at exceedingly high vol-
ume fractions. However, there is a strong hysteresis for the
partially crystalline sample having an effective volume frac-
tion �eff=0.51. A critical shear stress is obviously needed to
shear melt the crystals and to attain a fluid state. Lowering
the shear rate again then leads to a flow curve exhibiting a
first Newtonian regime at sufficiently low �̇. This result can
be reproduced by increasing the shear rate again. Here the
same data are obtained. Also, the same observations were
made when adjusting the same effective volume fraction by a
different concentration and temperature. This demonstrates
that the flow curves represent fully reproducible data once
the crystallites are molten by shear �see also Ref. 49�.

IV. COMPARISON WITH THEORY

A. MCT model of flow curves

The Newtonian or zero-shear viscosity �0 of our disper-
sions increases upon densification. While older theories had
connected this increase with a divergence of �0 at maximal
random packing �viz., at random close packing, which lies

around ��0.64�, more recent theories connect it to the rapid
slowing down of the structural relaxation close to a glass
transition. The latter transition has been observed, e.g., in
dynamic light scattering experiments on colloidal hard
spheres and lies around �=0.58,42,43,58–62 which is well be-
low random close packing. This difference allows the in-
triguing study of driven glassy states, which left undisturbed
would form an amorphous solid �with inaccessibly high
Newtonian viscosity�, but might yield and flow under shear-
ing, as local free volume still exists below random close
packing. This possibility, and a transition of such yielding
glasses to fluidlike states, where a finite zero-shear viscosity
exists, is the central prediction of the theory by Fuchs and
Cates33,34,37 and Fuchs.38 Access to the yielding glassy states
and to the transition region requires fine control of the den-
sity, which can readily be achieved with the thermosensitive
particles. Thus a test of the general MCT scenario of a tran-
sition between shear-thinning fluid and yielding solid states
becomes possible using the core-shell particles. Anticipating
future solutions of the microscopic MCT equations under
shear,37,63 at present already schematic models exist that cor-
rectly capture the universal aspects close to the nonequilib-
rium transitions,33,34,38 but otherwise contain only a mimicry
of the microscopic mechanisms active in the full MCT
equations.

Basic to the approach is that the slowing down of struc-
tural rearrangements close to vitrification is described by
density correlation functions. Their equations of motion con-
tain memory kernels that are found to decay equally slowly.
This motivates in turn the approximation to express the
memory kernels as polynomials of the density correlators,
assuming that the latter are the dominant variables with slow
dynamics. One obtains a self-consistent scheme for the func-
tions of interest, the density correlators. In the most simple
schematic F12

��̇� model,38 a single “typical” density correlator
��t�, conveniently normalized according to ��t→0�=1−�t
�with � the initial decay rate�, obeys a Zwanzig-Mori
memory equation,

�̇�t� + ����t� + 	
0

t

dt�m�t − t���̇�t��
 = 0. �2�

The memory function m�t�, as well as the generalized
�̇-dependent shear modulus, g�t�, participate in the slow
structural relaxation, and thus cannot be treated in Markov-
ian approximation. Both describe stress fluctuations which
become more sluggish together with density fluctuations, be-
cause slow structural rearrangements dominate all quantities.
Rather, as theory surmises that they relax on the same time
scale as the original correlator ��t�, a self-consistent ap-
proximation closing the equations of motion is made. In the
F12

��̇�-model one sets

m�t� =
v1��t� + v2�2�t�

1 + ��̇t�2 ,

�3�
g�t� = v
�2�t� .

This model, for the quiescent case �̇=0, had been sug-
gested by Götze64,65 in 1984, and describes the development

FIG. 8. Shear melting of crystallized suspensions. Shear stress as function
of shear rate for a thermosensitive suspension containing 9.48 wt. % of the
particles. The open symbols mark the measurements with increasing shear
rate whereas the filled symbols show the results with decreasing shear rate.
Parameter of the different curves is the temperature adjusting the effective
volume fraction �eff. The effective volume fractions �eff are triangles up:
0.48, circles: 0.51, triangles down: 0.56, and squares: 0.63.
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of slow structural relaxation upon increasing the coupling
vertices vi�0. Under shear it has been shown in Refs. 37,
38, and 63 that an explicit time dependence of the couplings
in m�t� captures the loss of memory by shear advection.
Shearing causes the memory functions to decay for long
times, because fluctuations are advected to smaller wave-
lengths where small scale Brownian motion relaxes them.
The first line in �3� captures this time dependence. The sec-
ond equation of �3� retains the quadratic dependence of the
generalized shear modulus on density fluctuations from the
microscopic MCT approach,66,67 but simplifies it by consid-
ering only one density mode, and by neglecting �for simplic-
ity� a possible dependence of v
 on shear. Steady state shear
stress under constant shearing and viscosity then follow via
integrating up the generalized modulus,


 = ��̇ = �̇	
0



dtg�t� = �̇	
0



dtv
�2�t� . �4�

In generalization of the Green-Kubo relation from linear re-
sponse theory �which gives the Newtonian viscosity as time
integral of the quiescent shear modulus�, the nonlinear vis-
cosity is obtained from a time integral over a shear-
dependent stress autocorrelation function. Derivation of such
generalized Green-Kubo relations from the Smoluchowski
equation for interacting Brownian particles63 is the basis for
the mode coupling approximations reducing the generalized
shear modulus to a polynomial of the density correlators.

Former analysis of experimental data with the schematic
F12

��̇� model33 used, instead of Eq. �4�, the expression 

= �̇�0

dt��t�. This ansatz failed to capture the increase of
transverse stress fluctuations when going deeper into the
glass. An increase upon approaching random close packing
had been predicted by Brady.68 While microscopic MCT cal-
culations for a hard sphere dispersion give a strongly increas-
ing shear modulus,34 this effect is not contained in the sche-
matic density correlator ��t�. The parameter v
 in Eq. �4�
incorporates this strong rise of the transverse elastic contri-
butions into a schematic model.

Let us finally comment on the interpretation of time in
Eqs. �2�–�4�. In the theoretical approach, both ��t� and g�t�
are transient correlation functions describing the relaxation
of initial equilibrium fluctuations into the stationary states.
Integrating through the transients provides the steady state
averages, like the stress in Eq. �4�. While theory finds that
transient fluctuations always relax under shear into unique
homogeneous amorphous states, real systems may either re-
main in metastable states if �̇ is too small to shear melt them
or undergo phase transitions for specific thermodynamic pa-
rameters. In these circumstances, the theory cannot be ap-
plied. Thus, care needs to be taken in experiments, in order
to prevent phase transitions and to shear melt arrested struc-
tures, before data can be recorded which the present theory
can describe.

B. Flow curves: Qualitative comparison

Section III has shown that flow curves can be obtained in
a reproducible manner if the problem of crystallization is
taken care of properly. Hence, these data provide a sound

base for the subsequent comparison with mode-coupling
theory. Here we first demonstrate that all data can be pre-
sented in a generalized plot by proper normalization as sug-
gested by theory.33,34,37,38,63 Theory predicts that the reduced
shear stress 
RH

3 /kBT should be a unique function of the
shear rate �̇ as expressed through the Peclet number Pe0. Pe0

is given by �̇RH
2 /D0 where D0 is the self-diffusion coefficient

of the spheres in the dilute regime. D0 is given by the Stokes-
Einstein relation so that Pe0= �6��SRH

3 /kBT��̇ with �S the
viscosity of the solvent. The theory applies for small Pe0,
where the structural relaxation is affected by shearing but the
neglected ordering transitions and solvent induced interac-
tions presumably are of little importance. Rescaling the data
as described eliminates the dependence of the hydrodynamic
radius RH, and, for the system of �almost� hard spheres under
consideration, the reduced flow curves are characterized only
by a single parameter, namely, the effective volume fraction
�eff. No other parameter as, e.g., the weight fraction should
play a role.

Figure 9 demonstrates that this is found indeed. Here the
reduced shear stress 
RH

3 /kBT is plotted against Pe0 for a
wide range of effective volume fractions given in the graph.
Note that a similar �eff has been adjusted through different
weight concentrations and temperatures. Despite these differ-
ences in parameters the reduced flow curves coincide if the
effective volume fractions are approximately the same. The
small remaining discrepancy in the effective volume fraction
can be traced back to changes in the softness of the particle
related to the swelling ratio, which is changing by about a
factor of 1.4 between 23 and 8 °C �Table I�. Nevertheless it
is important to point that the reduced flow curves for all the
investigated concentrations and temperatures do not cross
and present a continuous transition from the liquid to the
glassy state although they are extremely sensitive toward
small errors in RH.

C. Flow curves: Quantitative comparison with MCT

Having verified that unique stationary flow curves can be
obtained in our model dispersion, as implied by MCT, we
now turn to fits done with solutions from schematic models.
In this way we can test whether MCT can also achieve quan-
titative descriptions of the flow behaviors of dense disper-
sions. For the fitting procedure the relaxation equation �2� for
the correlation function ��t� within the F12

��̇� model was
solved. For the critical F12

��̇� vertices the standard choice38,65

of v2
c =2 and v1

c =2�v2
c −v2

c �0.828 was made. We chose the
path v1=v1

c +� / ��v2
c −1� keeping v2=v2

c constant to cross the
transition line. Next, flow curves 
�� , �̇ /� ,v
� were calcu-
lated from the correlation functions according to Eq. �4�. In
order to get optimal results we started our fitting procedure
from the curves that are both deepest in the glassy and liquid
regimes. These curves with the highest and lowest effective
volume fraction allow to fix the extremely values of the
separation parameter �, which controls the curve shape quite
sensitively. In what is to follow, � is treated as an adjustable
parameter at each �eff. In the process of fixing the parameter
�, the bare rate � that determines the scaling of the x axis
and v
, which determines the scaling along the y axis, were
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determined for each packing fraction. In this way, we gradu-
ally proceeded to curves closer to the transition by adjusting
the parameters �, �, and v
.

Table II gives the parameters for best fits by eye; the
lines in Fig. 9 show the numerical flow curves. It is instruc-
tive to discuss the values obtained for each fit parameter.

The separation parameter � vanishes at the glass transi-
tion value �eff�0.564, which agrees well with the estimates
of 0.58 from both experiments35,42,58–60 and simulations43,61

for hard sphere systems. Its magnitude is also well compat-
ible with the relation �=1.2��eff−�eff

c � /�eff
c found in the lat-

ter simulation study from an analysis using microscopic
MCT.

The short time decay rate ���eff� varies about a factor of
2. This variation of the short time scale of the model may be
connected with static structural or solvent mediated effects
�viz., hydrodynamic interactions�, as can be seen from the
explicit expression for the collective initial decay rate �q in
microscopic MCT models69,70 �q=D0H�q�q2 /S�q�, with q
the wave vector, H�q� the hydrodynamic amplitude, and S�q�
the structure factor. Understanding the small variation of �

thus appears complicated at present. The model parameter
measuring stress magnitudes, that is, v
, changes by a factor
of 5. This variation is quite compatible with the strong in-
crease of the shear moduli seen in microscopic MCT calcu-

FIG. 9. Reduced flow curves of concentrated suspensions of the thermosensitive core-shell particles. The reduced shear stress 
RH
3 /kBT is plotted against the

Peclet number Pe0= �6��SRH
3 /kBT��̇ for suspensions differing in weight concentration and temperature indicated in the graph. The effective volume fractions

which are also given in the graph have been calculated from the hydrodynamic radii at a given temperature. The flow curves coincide in good approximation
if the volume fractions are equal or nearly equal. The lines give the theoretical descriptions and the corresponding separation parameters are given by the
related numbers. The value of the fitting parameters is summarized in Table II.

TABLE II. Parameters of the model fitted to the experimental flow curves �see Fig. 9�. The unit of v
 is kBT /RH
3 ,

while � is given in units of D0 /RH
2 ; � is dimensionless. The �0 value in parentheses lies beyond the experi-

mental window and is extrapolated.

� � v
 v

PY �

�0

�S

�

�S

0.590 0.006 7.0 9.813 4.8  13.7
0.547 −0.005 4.1 3.373 4.2 �6.47�104� 9.20
0.517 −0.035 2.8 1.785 3.7 6.81�102 7.13
0.475 −0.09 1.8 0.870 2.7 1.07�102 6.28
0.435 −0.21 1.3 0.446 2.5 2.41�101 4.9
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lations for hard spheres.34 As a test for this interpretation,71

we estimated v
 from the microscopic MCT expression of
the shear modulus. It gives g�t� as superposition of squares
of density correlators at all wave vectors q, weighted by the
static structure factor.38,66,67 We identified the model cor-
relator ��t� with density fluctuations at wavelengths around
the average particle distance aav.sep., which dominate the
“cage effect” that drives vitrification in the MCT of hard
spheres. The estimate was done by using a Percus-Yevick
structure factor65 and integrating the modes around the peak
in the structure factor at wave vector q= �2�� /aav.sep.

�3.5/RH, i.e., 2.25�qRH�4.75. The values71 v

PY are in-

cluded in Table II. The variation of v
 and � leads via
� /�S=v
 / �2�� to a ratio of almost 3 between the reduced
high shear viscosity � /�S of the curves with the highest and
the lowest effective packing fraction �eff. This variation ap-
pears quite reasonable and presumably is dominated by hy-
drodynamic interactions.

Summarizing the comparison between theory and ex-
periment, we can conclude first that the fitted parameters
collected in Table II take quite reasonable values as expected
for hard sphere suspensions. The model of Sec. IV A, de-
rived within the microscopic MCT approach to sheared
Brownian particles, describes the flow curves of our dense
dispersions over approximately five decades in shear rate.
Care was taken experimentally to assure that the stationary
long time limit was achieved. Then, as predicted, a dynamic
yield stress could be observed, while the transition between
yielding solid and shear-thinning fluid coincides, within ex-
perimental uncertainties, with the �quiescent� glass transi-
tion, as predicted.

V. CONCLUSION

Dispersions of thermosensitive core-shell particles con-
stitute a novel model for the investigation of dense systems
of hard spheres, one of the archetypical soft matter systems.
They offer the intriguing possibility to finely adjust the ef-
fective volume fraction and thereby the distance to glassy
arrest. Moreover, the dispersions can easily be sheared �viz.,
driven� to reach stationary nonequilibrium states character-
ized by nonlinear flow curves. In this work we presented a
careful characterization of such dispersions and employed
them to study the steady state nonlinear rheology.

Quantitative analysis of measured flow curves using
schematic models from MCT support the connection elabo-
rated by theory that the nonlinear rheology of dense disper-
sions is dominated by the physics of the glass transition.
MCT finds that the slow structural relaxation close to glassy
arrest is strongly affected by shear, and that, consecutively,
the stresses reflect the slowing down of particle rearrange-
ments at high densities. In the microscopic MCT equations
competition arises between structural arrest driven by the
“cage effect” and shear advection that pushes fluctuations to
shorter wavelengths where local Brownian motion effec-
tively relaxes them. Importantly, hydrodynamic interactions,
ordering of particles into layers under shear, and other phase
transition scenarios, which would affect the flow curves, in
MCT are assumed to be absent or to set in at higher shear

rates only. Detailed simulations of an undercooled binary
Lennard-Jones fluid support these assumptions,72 as do re-
cent microscopic measurements in model dispersions.73

MCT describes the behavior at small bare Peclet num-
bers, Pe0�1, where the internal relaxation time � is compa-
rable to or becomes larger than the inverse shear rate 1 / �̇.
The window of dressed Peclet or Weissenberg number, Pe
=��̇, comparable to or much larger than unity, is considered.
Our measured flow curves extend down to Pe0=10−4, where
the ratio of low ��0� to high shear ��� viscosity depends
strongly on packing fraction and increases markedly at the
highest density. It is this strong increase that MCT connects
to glassy physics and aims to explain. Calculations in sche-
matic models of MCT achieve this with quite reasonable
variations of the fitted parameters.

Interestingly, theory predicts a nonequilibrium transition
between a shear thinning fluid and a yielding solid. It lies at
the position of the glass transition in the quiescent disper-
sion, and separates states with qualitatively different behav-
iors in the limit of vanishing shear rate. While in the fluid
states, a Newtonian viscosity is obtained for �̇→0, in the
yielding glassy states, a nonvanishing dynamic yield stress is
found, 
��̇→0,���glass�=
yield���. In our system the tran-
sition can be observed and lies at �eff

glass�0.564. Amorphous
yielding glassy states are possible as their packing fractions
still lie below random close packing and thus “free volume”
for structural rearrangements is available. MCT in the ver-
sion employed in the present comparisons is idealized in so
far, as ultra-long-time mechanisms destroying the glassy ar-
rest are neglected.65 They may well lead to a finite Newton-
ian viscosity even in the states that we conclude to be yield-
ing glasses in the present window of Peclet numbers.
Nevertheless, the measured flow curves 
��̇� show the pre-
dicted change of shape at the transition of the “idealized
MCT.” In a double logarithmic plot, the lower density flow
curve exhibits a characteristic S shape, while the higher den-
sity flow curve lies almost horizontally at low �̇ and then
curves upward.72 These intricate shape changes can only be
resolved when plotting 
��̇�, as the plot of viscosity versus
shear rate, ���̇�, tends to straighten the data in the necessary
double logarithmic presentation. Note for example, that the
measured S-shaped flow curve rules out a simple shear thin-
ning power law as often fitted.
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